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Abstract 

 

Sharing, transferring, mining and publishing data are fundamental operations in day to day life. Preserving the privacy of 

individuals is essential one. Sensitive personal information must be protected when data are published. There are two kinds of 

risks namely attributing disclosure and identity disclosure that affects privacy of individuals whose data are published. Early 

Researchers have contributed new methods namely k-anonymity, l-diversity, t-closeness to preserve privacy.  K-anonymity 

method preserves privacy of individuals against identity disclosure attack alone. But Attribute disclosure attack makes 

compromise this method. Limitation of k-anonymity is fulfilled through l-diversity method. But it does not satisfy the privacy 

against identity disclosure attack and attribute disclosure attack in some scenarios. The efficiency of t-closeness method is better 

than k-anonymity and l-diversity. But the complexity of Computation is more than other proposed methods. The k-anonymity 

method use for preserving the privacy of individuals’ sensitive information from attribute and identity disclosure attacks [1]. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is necessary to identify various methodologies that could possibly used to preserve the sensitive data. The main aim of the 

privacy preservation is protecting the sensitive information in data while extracting knowledge from large amount of data. 

Privacy is an important issue when one wants to make use of data that involve individual sensitive information. When data are to 

be shared between parties, there could be some sensitive data which should not be disclosed to the other parties.medical records, 

Criminal record and different government record are more sensitive so, privacy protection is taken more seriously [1] Privacy 

preserving data mining used to extracts the knowledge without divulging any information. The main purpose of privacy 

Preservation is secure multiparty computation is to give security and privacy. One way is to use trusted third-party. Each party 

shares its data with trusted party and all the calculations done with this party. The other way is to distribute the segments 

between the parties. This problem firstly introduced by Yao in 1982 [4]. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Without Trusted Party Model 
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Fig. 1.2: With Trusted Party Model 

II. PRIVACY PRESERVATION OF DATA 

Private companies and government sectors are sharing micro data to facilitate pure research and statistical analysis.  Individuals’ 

privacy should be protected. Micro data contains sensitive values of record owners. Adversaries (attackers) associate more than 

two dataset and apply their background knowledge for deducing the sensitive information. Certain attributes are associates with 

external knowledge to identify the individual’s records indirectly. Such attributes are called Quasi Identifiers (QI). Quasi  

identifiers are associated with sensitive attribute(S) which should not be disclosed. Data leakage occurs by association of quasi 

identifiers and background knowledge. There are two types of disclosure namely attribute disclosure and identity disclosure. 

Anonymization techniques are used to preserve the privacy of individuals and convert the microdata T to anonymized table T*. 

Generalizations, suppression and data swapping are common anonymization techniques. In this paper, anonymization based 

method is proposed for preserving the privacy of sensitive attribute values against identity and attribute disclosure attacks. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

It is necessary to identify various methodologies that could possibly used to preserve the sensitive data. The objective of this 

portion of literature review is to identify the existing privacy preserving techniques [1]. An important challenge of privacy 

preserving collaborative data mining (PPCDM) is how multiple parties efficiently conduct data mining without exposing each 

participant's sensitive information [5]. The following techniques is use to preserve sensitive data and knowledge from large 

database, and to find efficient approach for preserving private or sensitive data.  1) k- anonymity 2) Random perturbation 3) 

Blocking based method 4) Cryptographic technique 5) E. Condensation approach [1]. 

In K-Anonymity method multi-dimensional suppression is performed, values are suppressed only on certain records 

depending on other attribute values, without the need for manually-produced domain hierarchy trees. Thus, this method identify 

attributes that have less influence on the classification of the data records and suppress them if needed in order to comply with k-

anonymity. Anonymisation can be integrated with perturbation for privacy preservation in a multiparty environment. [2].Data is 

an important asset to business organizations and governments both to decision making processes and to provide social benefit, 

such as medical research, crime reduction, national security, In many application areas like business planning or marketing[1] . 

So they propose a new method called Hybrid approach for privacy preserving. They are randomizing the original data and then 

apply generalization on randomized or modified data. This technique protect private data with better accuracy, also it can 

reconstruct original data and provide data with no information loss, makes usability of data [2]. Randomized response techniques 

are also use in distributed database by using encryption techniques. 

Association rule mining finds the strong association between the large items of data sets. In this paper we mainly focus on the 

privacy using Ck secure sum in randomized response technique. Because when the data is distributed among different sites in 

horizontal partitioning across multiple sites and the sites wish to collaborate to identify valid association rule globally. However 

the sites must not acknowledge individual data Randomized  response techniques,  adopted  for  preserving  privacy  Heuristic  

based  techniques  are  limited  to  centralized datasets  and  Randomized  response  techniques  are  mainly designed for 

protecting privacy in a distributed database by using encryption techniques. They mainly focus on horizontal partitioned  

distributed  data  through  a  popular  association  rule  mining  technique  for  security  used  Randomized Response 

Technique.[3]In privacy preservation each participant has sensitive and non-sensitive data in their local database The Binary 

Integer Programming model for multiparty collaborative data mining, which provide solutions to investigated problem of 

disclosure of sensitive data [5].The purpose of secure multiparty computation is to give security and privacy. One way is to use 

trusted third-party. Each party shares its data with trusted party and all the calculations done with this party. The other way is to 

distribute the segments between the parties. This problem firstly introduced by Yao in 1982. The basic structure of the secure 

multiparty is like cryptography for privacy preservation presented Secure multiparty computation allows multiple parties to 

participate in a computation. SMC. For the privacy preservation they work on innovative protocol. This protocol uses both actual 

and idyllic model. By using both the models, we are providing more security and privacy. We break the data blocks into 

segments and redistribute the segments among all the parties. but this protocol provide the zero leakage chance. So in feature 

they suggest that the focus on the reducing the complexity of the protocol [4].This research work is mainly focus on combined 

method of randomization and k-anonymity techniques to preserve the privacy, increase data utility and decrease information 
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loss.. Anonymity technique gives privacy protection and usability of data but it suffers from homogeneity and background attack. 

Blocking method suffers from information loss and random perturbation technique does not provide usability of data. 

Cryptography technique gives privacy protection but does not provide usability of data and it requires more computational 

overhead. Condensation and randomized response technique preserve privacy but they give information loss. The proposed 

Hybrid approach employs randomization and K-anonymity method. By using Randomization technique attacker cannot identify 

a pattern of data. K-anonymity method has shortcoming of homogeneity and background attack. 
Table - 1 

Compression of Different Approaches Used For Privacy Preservation 

Title Algorithm Data Set Results 

Privacy Preserving in Data Mining Using Hybrid Approach [1] Hybrid approach medical data 50% 

A Hybrid Data Anonymization  Integrated With Suppression For Preserving 

Privacy In Mining Multi Party Data [2] 
Kactus Algorithm Iris, Vote and Labor -- 

A New Model For Privacy Preserving Multiparty  Collaborative Data 

Mining  [5] 
Eigamal Algorithm Cancer Dataset -- 

Association Rule Sharing Model for Privacy Preservation and Collaborative 

Data Mining Efficiency  [6] 

KDDPPDM 

Algorithm 
Spam E-Mail Dataset -- 

K-Anonymity for Privacy Preserving Crime Data Publishing in Resource 

Constrained Environments [7] 

CRIMEMOD 

algorithm 
Mobile Crime Data 38% 

Privacy-preserving data mining: A feature set partitioning approach [9] DMPD Algorithm Adult dataset 

86 % 

Precision 

95% Recall 

kACTUS 2: Privacy Preserving in Classification Tasks Using k-Anonymity 

[10] 

Kactus  2 

Algorithm 

Adult, Credit, TTT, and 

Waveform 

67 % 

Precision 

85.96% 

Recall 

IV. PROBLEMS REGARDING TO PRIVACY PRESERVATION 

In existing Anonymization techniques, preservation of individual privacy is not ensure against either identity or attribute 

disclosure attack, but not preserves the privacy against both.  The method proposed in this paper attempts to reduce the 

limitations of existing anonymization techniques.  It adopts generalization technique and preserves the privacy in a new way. 

V. CONCLUITON 

Currently privacy preserving in data mining is hot topic of research. Literature review clears that there are many privacy 

preserving techniques available but still they have shortcomings. Anonymity technique gives privacy protection and usability of 

data but it suffers from homogeneity and background attack. Blocking method suffers from information loss and random 

perturbation technique does not provide usability of data. Cryptography technique gives privacy protection but does not provide 

usability of data and it requires more computational overhead. Condensation and randomized response technique preserve 

privacy but they give information loss [1]. 

We had compare different approaches which are already used for privacy preservation of data and then we have to conclude 

that some the methods are remaining to apply to prevent the data and we can get better accuracy as compare to previeously used 

methods.  
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